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Companies are easily drawn into 
conversations about sustainability—
actions to provide access to economic 

opportunities, quality education, health 
care and social services, among others. Yet, 
why do most of us don’t address income 
and wealth in societies? Why is there so 
little effort in creating social mobility and 
eliminating inequality and barriers?

These are the key points that the San 
Miguel Corp. (SMC) senior vice president 
and corporate sustainability advisor, Rita 
Imelda “Tatish” Palabyab, spoke about 
during the Oct. 11 Management Association 
of the Philippines (MAP) general membership 
meeting at Shangri-La The Fort.

As the Philippines’ multinational 
conglomerate, SMC is expected by many 
Filipinos to articulate its purpose in taking 
its share in providing solutions to the most 
critical problem that the country is facing—
social inequality. Palabyab expressed that 
the company is indeed taking its actions and 
embracing this responsibility by creating 
opportunities that will uplift generations of 
Filipinos through the rewards of sustainable 
development and prosperity. She assured 
that this vision statement “has to do more 
with the country rather than San Miguel as 
a company.”

“SMC’s investments were mostly projects 
designed to drive economic growth on a 
large scale and directly impact millions of 
people daily,” the SMC official added.

Some of the projects that SMC has 
championed thus far to better understand 
the creation of inclusive growth include the 
Bulacan Bulk Water Supply Project, in which 
12 water districts in the province (200,000 
households) were supplied with treated 
bulk water.

Over the last three years, SMC 
implemented its ambitious P3-billion 
cleanup effort and flood mitigation initiative 
to hoist tons of oil and solid waste from Pasig, 
Tullahan, and San Juan rivers. Massive 
cleanup and rehabilitation of the major 
river systems in Metro Manila, Pampanga, 
Cavite, and Bulacan were also covered, 
specifically the Meycauayan and Maycapiz-
Taliptip rivers, among several others.

SMC also boasts of their Better World 
Community flagship project with four 
sectoral communities: Better World Tondo, 
Better World Diliman, Better World Cubao, 
and Better World Smokey Mountain. This 
aims to leverage idle and abandoned 
properties, and repurpose them for 
community and civic uses.

These projects are focused on the 
following: providing access to healthy food, 
clean water and education in communities 
at the bottom of the pyramid; women 
empowerment; health consultations; skills 
training; and workshops that cover diverse 
topics, such as violence against women, 
parenting challenges and gender equality.

Furthermore, such projects can 
encourage greater civic capacity and give the 
economically disadvantaged a voice in their 
communities, as well as share resources 
and experiences where they can create a 
safe space and a sense of belonging.
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have a huge role to play in the core tension 
between businesses and a more sustainable 
future; hence, Palabyab encourages 
corporations to build efforts on lifting 
people out of poverty and raise standards 
as we can create more significant class 
impact by investing in our economy rather 
than focusing on the amount of product or 
service we can sell.

Empowering communities
“As corporations, we have the 

responsibility to build communities that are 
empowered, resilient and self-actuating— 
not communities that are dependent on 
handouts because we don’t build prosperity 
that way,” she said.

While efforts are being undertaken by 
SMC to provide basic needs to our fellowmen, 
poverty should be seen in a different lens. 
To eliminate this heavy burden on our 
Filipino people, a more intentional approach 
should be done by urging the government 
to continue taking steps to further ensure 
that the economic gains will benefit our 
countrymen whose lives need uplifting the 
most.

As the president of MAP, I encourage all 
our members to support and take action 
on addressing social development issues, 
especially the lack of access to healthy food 
and quality education, employment, health 
and social services and financial services.

MAP continues to take big bold steps 
by driving flagship projects with these 

advocacies at the center. Aligned with our 
Campaign against Malnutrition and Child 
Stunting, we will continue to champion 
shared prosperity that contains a road map 
of commitments on how businesses can help 
uplift the poor out of poverty as manifested 
in their dealings toward their employees, 
customers, suppliers, communities where 
they operate, the environment and other 
stakeholders.

Shared prosperity requires a whole-of-
society approach that goes proudly with 
our respective business interests. We can 
create a good and livable world if we are 
willing to collaborate among the enablers 
of action— the national government, 
local governments, other corporations, 
nongovernment al organizations and the 
beneficiaries themselves.

Converging the public, private and 
civil society will help solve the intractable 
problems today and shape the future that 
defines how the next generation remembers.

We should not leave anyone behind, 
especially our consumers and employees 
who make our businesses possible and 
prosper. It is time to give back in the best 
possible way and build a resilient world with 
a sustainable goal in mind.

As business organizations, it is important 
for us to understand the well-being of our 
employees and the people on the ground, 
not only as corporations and nation-builders 
but as decent human beings.
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A popular ditty goes that “Planting rice 
is never fun. Bent from morn ’til the 
set of sun.” Rice farmers nowadays 

would likely append to that folk ballad the 
lyrics, “planting rice ain’t rewarding as well.” 
After all, their average income is not quite 
enough to elevate them above the poverty 
threshold.

The plight of the farmers is rather ironic 
because rice is arguably our most precious 
commodity. It is consumed all day long, 
from breakfast to dinner, and anytime in 
between. Why then does cultivating this 
crop not bring about prosperity or comfort 
to the farmers?

There is of course a simple explanation 
for this phenomenon.

In determining how much profit farmers 
could make from planting rice, selling price 
is one of the most important factors to 
consider. The higher the selling price, the 
better off they would be.

Unfortunately for the farmers, their well-
being goes against the consuming public’s 
welfare. And in the clash of competing 
interests, the consuming public will always 
have the edge because politicians translate 
this into more votes.

The farmers’ lamentable condition is 
further aggravated by the fact that some 
commentators are pinning the blame on 
the farmers themselves. They claim local 
farmers are inefficient since they cannot 
produce enough rice during harvest, unlike 
their counterparts in the region. Moreover, 
they assert the farmers have been 
protected from competition for so long that 
they cannot match the lower price of rice 
from other countries. How accurate are the 
critics’ assumptions?

Let us take first the issue of inefficiency 
that leads to low productivity. The 
accompanying table is a selected comparison 
of rice yield per hectare of rice producing 
countries in Asia.

The table clearly shows that our farmers 
are not doing that badly. We are second to 
Vietnam in terms of average ton yield per 
hectare. Thailand is a major exporter of rice 
only because their land area is double our 
own with a lower population base.

What about land fragmentation as the 
cause of our supposed inefficiency? I’m afraid 
this contention is not backed up by hard 
data. Our average rice farm is 1.3 hectares. 
Vietnam’s is 0.5, Thailand’s is 1.6, and 
Indonesia’s is 0.3. The average in Asia is a 
meager one hectare.

Some might argue that even if our 
farmers were competitive in producing rice 
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be enough to cover the rice requirements of 
our population. Hence, the need to cover the 
deficiency with imports.

There is no rebuttal to the above 
argument. It is elementary that if you don’t 
have enough supply of a certain good, then 
you have no choice but to acquire it from 
somewhere else. But in doing so, we are again 
forgetting the bigger issue of reforming our 
agriculture sector, in general, and delivering 
the assistance needed by the farmers to be 
able to produce more rice, in particular.

I have heard foreign and local economists 
alike parroting the mantra that if we cannot 
produce a certain product, like rice, at the 
most competitive price, we would be better off 
buying it from other countries that can. They 
even cited Singapore as a perfect example. 
They said the Lion City’s food security index 
is at the top 10 ranking and yet it does not 
produce most of its food requirements.

What those experts failed to mention is 
that Singapore’s population is just a fraction 
of our own. Securing their rice requirements 
is not as daunting a task as ours.

In one conference I attended in the 1990s, 
former National Food Authority administrator 
Jesus T. Tanchanco, Sr. warned the proponents 
of rice import dependency that during the 
early years of Martial Law, we experienced 
a debilitating rice shortage. He recounted 
that he was given a “blank check” by then 
President Ferdinand Marcos, Sr. to procure 
from other countries all the rice supply we 
need at whatever price. Unfortunately, no 
country was willing to sell.

What saved the day for us was the 
willingness of the then ruling generals 
in Thailand to sell us some of our rice 
requirements. The balance was somehow 
covered by a bumper corn harvest, which was 
mixed with the rice being retailed to increase 
the volume.

Let’s now go to the critical issue of 
uncompetitive pricing. We need not belabor 
the point that our locally produced rice 

is indeed priced higher than that in other 
countries in the region. The more appropriate 
question to ask though is, “Why is this the 
case?” Why can’t our farmers produce rice 
at a lower cost? I can think of four major 
reasons behind this.

1. The high cost of inputs. Can the 
government do something to bring this down? 
If not, then we better think of price subsidies 
to have cheaper-priced rice.

2. The high number of calamities (typhoon, 
drought, etc.) that visit our country each 
year. The risk borne by our farmers is thus 
correspondingly higher, too.

3. The lack or absence of affordable credit 
to the farmers. There is a government bank 
mandated to cater to this need. Unfortunately, 
it has reneged on its obligation.

4. Inadequate post-harvest facilities, 
like field-drying machines, threshing, shed-
drying, etc.

In all the above problems and concerns, 
the solutions are not within the farmers’ grasp 
and control. All they can do is pray that those 
who are able to help will do their job.

In life, one of the best lessons we’ve 
learned is that in analyzing the sentiment or 
situation of a person, we must put ourselves 
in that person’s shoes. I think it’s time to put 
on the farmers’ shoes. Let us feel for ourselves 
the burden, hardships, and frustrations they 
are enduring to put rice on our tables.

Finally, let us bear in mind that to succeed 
in providing the consuming public with 
enough rice at the lowest price possible, we 
must extend to the farmer the wherewithal to 
accomplish this goal for us.

Edgardo C. Amistad is a member of the 
Management Association of the Philippines. He 

is an adviser to the Philippine Disaster Resilience 
Foundation.

map@map.org.ph

edgardo.amistad@yahoo.com
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DI7LjMOhiU
https://youtu.be/dHj_TfWrCX8?si=lSpTNVYhWGsAyYxS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bu5_5jauBlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIn_lgDb3LQ

https://youtu.be/1z7hksvLJzU?si=F-KsLiXO0eOKQPUXh
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